
Love at First Bite 
 
 
Local, seasonal fruit is, quite literally, Gillian Reynolds’ jam.  Hailing from three generations of chefs 
and food retailers, this native New Yorker turned Californian was born into the food world.  After 
completing an economics degree at Stanford and going on to earn an MBA from Wharton School of 
Business, her love of travel and food coalesced with her understanding of economics and business while 
on a trip to Brazil (as of 2016 she will have visited upwards of 30 countries).  The simple fruits she 
tasted from small, local farms exploded with complex flavors and rich, luxurious textures that truly 
blew her away.  She quickly realized that not all fruit was created equal, concluding that the small, local, 
self-sustaining farms created superior products.  Upon returning to San Francisco, she was 
determined to find the same intensity of flavor in local organic fruit from small Northern California 
farms.  Her desire to share these exquisite fruits with friends & family back home in NYC inspired her 
to create artisanal jams.   
 
The idea was to craft and curate taste profiles in jam that were bright, bold and meticulously paired.  
Ingredients would be pure, simple, and fastidiously-sourced so that the best fruit would truly be able to 
be savored and celebrated.  Jamnation’s flavors reflect the ingredients that serve to transport Gillian to 
those far away places she fell in love with throughout her travels (Cardamom Knows Zest sends her off 
to the streets of London; Rose to the Grindstone takes her to the markets in Turkey).  While studying 
at the London School of Economics, she was struck by the impact of global trade on farmers in 
developing countries and hence, resolved to use Fairtrade sugar + spices in her products.  Paired with 
only seasonal, local ingredients from small-farms, Jamnation was created to celebrate exquisite fruit, 
with a focus on sustainability, seasonality, and superior ingredients. We believe it will be the best jam 
you’ve ever tasted!   
 


